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ABSTRACT 
For T a bounded linear operator on the Hardy space H ~, its Berezin transform is
the function T on the unit disc defined by T(A) = (TkA, k~) where kx(z) -- (1 - 
Ixl~)~/~/(1 - Xz) is the normalized reproducing (SzegS) kernel. When T= T~ is a 
Toeplitz operator, it turns out that the nontangential boundary values of T~ coincide 
with ~b almost everywhere. This allows us to construct extensions and/or generaliza- 
tions of the classical symbol calculus for Toeplitz operators to larger operator algebras. 
Briefly discussed is also the relation between our results and the recent results of 
Berger, Coburn and Zhu for Toeplitz and Hankel operators on the Bergman space. 
Let D = { z ~ C : I z I < 1} be the unit disc in the complex plane, T = ~ D 
its boundary, the unit circle, and H ~ the Hardy space, consisting of all 
(equivalence classes of) functions in L~(T) whose negative Fourier coeffi- 
cients vanish. The orthogonal projection from L2(T) onto H ~ will be 
denoted P+, and e_.'= I - e+. For ~b ~ L=(T), the Toeplitz opertor T~ and 
the Hankel opertor H~ with symbol ~b are defined by 
T~f = P + qbf and H~f = P qbf, 
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and are bounded linear operators from H 2 into H 2 and L2(T)e  H 2, 
respectively. Let 3- be the C*-algebra generated by {T~b, ~b ~ L®(T)}. The 
following classical result can be found e.g. in [6] or [9]. 
THEOREM 0 (Douglas). There is a C*-homomorphism 
or:,9'--* L°°(T) 
of J onto L=(T) which satisfies or(T~b) = q~ V~b ~ L~(T). The kernel of or 
coincides with the commutator ideal of J ,  i.e. the ideal in J generated by all 
commutators [ R, S] .'= RS - SR, R, S E ~. 
or is sometimes called the symbol map. 
Suppose now that we are given an opertor T on H ~, and want to know 
whether it belongs to if'and, if so, what or(T) is. There is no known criterion 
for T's belonging to ~ however, even if we happen to know that T ~ ~,, it is 
not easy to determine its symbol: typically, one has to evaluate certain limits 
in the strong operator topology [1, 9]. The aim of the present paper is to 
develop an alternative technique for proving results akin to the Douglas 
theorem. The symbol of an operator T is then obtained as the nontangential 
boundary value of a certain function on D associated with T (called the 
Berezin transform, 7 ~, of T- - to be defined in Section 1 below). It turns out 
that this method also works for operator algebras larger than the Toeplitz 
algebra, thereby yielding a number of interesting generalizations of the 
classical Toeplitz symbol calculus. To some extent, this technique is also 
applicable to the Bergman space, where the resulting symbol calculus is 
related to the one obtained by Berger, Coburn, and Zhu. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we introduce the Berezin 
transform and use it to give an alternative proof of the theorem of Douglas 
(Theorem 2). In Section 2, we extend this result to some larger operator 
algebras; the main result is Theorem 7. The extension is, loosely speaking, 
accomplished by adjoining the operators 
{H:Hk  a and H*kx --* 0 as A ~ ~D nontangentially} 
to the kernel of the symbol map, and then showing that this map still enjoys 
the required properties. In passing, we also prove a result (Theorem 6) of 
some independent interest: it is shown that the normalized reproducing (i.e. 
SzegS) kernels k a on H 2 are, loosely, speaking, asymptotic eigenfunctions for 
any Toeplitz operator T~, ¢b ~ L®(T). (This generalizes the well-known fact 
that T~k a = ~b(A)k a when ~b is a bounded analytic function on D.) More 
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precisely, 
T~k, - ~b(A)ka -~ 0 as A ~ aD nontangentially. 
In Section 3, yet further generalization of the symbol calculus is constructed 
by enlarging the class in which the symbols are taken (Theorem 12). More 
precisely, a symbol calculus is obtained for the algebra 
= {T: IITkall ~ -I  <Tk,, ka> r and 
IIZ*kall 2 - I<Z*k~, k~> 12 ~ 0 as A ~ aD nontangentially) 
by employing "symbols" from the factor algebra BC(D)/V a, which contains 
(an isomorphic opy of) L~(T) as a (proper) subalgebra. Here BC(D) stands 
for the algebra of bounded continuous functions on D, and V~ for the ideal of 
functions in BC(D) which tend to zero when the boundary of D is ap- 
proached nontangentially. Section 4 contains ome results for Toeplitz opera- 
tors whose symbols are in VMO. It turns out that, in that case, the nontan- 
gential imits used in the preceding sections can be replaced by uniform ones 
(i.e. by limits as I AI/~ 1), Finally, Section 5 contains ome results relating our 
symbol calculus to that of Berger, Coburn, and Zhu [10, 4] for Toeplitz 
operators on Bergman spaces, and also describes ome open problems. 
1. TOEPLITZ CALCULUS VIA THE BEREZIN TRANSFORM 
Recall that H z is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, with the kernel 
g, (z )=(1- -Az )  - l ,  A ,z~D (theSzegSkernel), 
so that (f ,  ga> =f(A) V f~ n 2, A ~ D. We will call k, = g J l lg ,  II the 
normalized reproducing kernel. For any bounded linear operator T on H 2, 
the Berezin transform of T is the function D defined by the formula 
T(A) = (Tk a, k a) = (1 - IAI~)(Tg,, ga). 
Let us list some important properties of the Berezin transform. 
(B1) 7" is a bounded and continuous (actually, real analytic) function 
on D. 
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(B2) The mapping T ~* T from ~q~(H 2) into L=(D) is linear and bounded. 
Indeed, #(X)l _< IITII" Ilkxll 2 = IITII VA ~ D, owing to the Schwarz in- 
equality. 
(B3) If  T is compact, IlZk~ll--' 0 andT(A) ~ 0 as IAI ," 1. 
Proof. I f f  ~ H 2 is a polynomial, than ( f ,  k a) = (1 - Ih[z)l/2f(A) tends 
to zero as IAI ,~ 1. Since the polynomials are dense in H 2 and Ilkall = 1 
V)t ~ D, the assertion remains in force for any f ~ H ~ (in other words, 
k a ~ 0 weakly as IAI ,~ 1). Thus, for a rank-one operator T: x ~ (x , f )g  
we have 
IlZkall =[<k~,f>lllgll-~ 0 as Ixl ~ 1. 
Since linear combinations of rank-one operators are dense in the compact 
operators, it follows that IlZk~ll --, 0 as Ixl ,~ 1 for any compact operator T, as 
claimed. The assertion concerning f is then immediate from the Schwarz 
inequality. • 
For ~b ~ LI(T), we will denote by q~ its harmonic extension into the unit 
disc D. Recall that q~ is given by the well-known Poisson formula 
~_~_.~f~ 1 - r 2 
~(re '°) = ~b(e't) l +rZ_2rcos(O_t )  dt, re ' °~D.  
For qb ~ L2(T), this function is analytic iff ~b ~ H ~ 
(B4) If  T = T6 is a Toeplitz operator, then f6()0 = q~(A), where ~b is the 
harmonic extension of ~b ~ L°~(T) into the open unit disc D (by the Poisson 
formula). 
Proof. Observe that (Tog a, gx) = (q~ga, ga) = (1/27r)f~q ~(e't)" 
I g~(e")l dt. Consequently, 
~g 1-  IhlZ 
T~(A) = ~b(e 't) I1 -- e'~l -----2 dt. 
But 
- I x l  2 1 - I x l  2 
I 1  - ei~l 2 1 + IAI 2 - 2 Re(Ae 't) 
is nothing but the Poisson kernel for A ~ D. • 
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As a corollary, we see that, owing to Fatou's theorem, 
lim T~(re 't) = ~b(e 't) 
r21  
(1) 
for almost all t ~ [0, 27r) (i.e. for all t except for a set of zero Lebesgue 
measure). Let us make the following terminological and notational 
CONVENTION. I f  F is a function on D, and f a function on T, we say 
that F tends to f radially, written 
F -* f radially, or F(A)  -~ f radially, 
if hm r ,, 1 F(re") =f (e" )  for almost all t ~ [0, 2ir] (i.e. for all t ~ [0, 27r] \ 
E, where E is a set of Lebesgue measure zero). Thus (1) just says that 
~, -, 6 radiany. 
I f  T6 and T~ are two Toeplitz operators, we define their semicommutator 
by the formula 
[T~, T,):-- T~ - T~T~. 
Observe that, for f e H 2, 
[T,, T~ ) f  = P + d~P_ qJf = H~ Hz f  , 
so that 
[T~, T~) = H2H,,. (2) 
Also 
[ r , ,n ] - -  - (3) 
(B5) For ¢ ~ L~(T), II H~ka[[ --> 0 radially. Consequently, for any ~b, ~b 
L®(T), [T6, T~,)~ ~ 0 radially. 
Proof. Let y := P_ ~b. Since ka ~ H ~, we may write 1 
n,k~ = e_(6k~) = e_ ( (P+6)k2  + e_(yk~) = e_(yk~) = Hyk~. 
1Occasionally, we will consider Toeplitz and Hankel operators with symbols ~b in L2(T). In 
that case, T4, and H~ are densely defined (possibly unbounded) operators on H ~ whose domain 
of definition contains H ® = H 2 N L:c(T); in particular, T~k aand H#ka are always defined. 
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Hence, 
IIn, kall 2 = II ykAII 2 - IITykall 2 = (lyl2k~, k~) - IITyk~ll z = l ylm(X) - IlZyk~ll z
[cf. the proof of (B4)]. Now, for any/3 ~ D, 
<Tyg~, g~> = <g~, ~g~> = ~(X)<g~, g~>, (3a) 
since ~ is the boundary value of an analytic function. It follows that 
Tyk, = O(X)k, and 
l l n0k J  = [~(~) - I  ~(~) I s.
By Fatou's theorem, both lyl ~ and I~[ ~ tend radially to lyl ~, so their 
difference tends to zero and we are done. 
Finally, observe that, owing to (2), 
and the second assertion follows. • 
It turns out that the assertion of (B5) can be considerably strengthened. 
Let us call the closed ideal in J,, generated by all semicommutators [To, T,), 
(k, ~b ~ L~(T), the semicommutator ideal. 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that T belongs to the semicommutator ideal of 
J .  Then T ~ 0 radially. 
Proof. Linear combinations of operators of the form 
ToT, t,2 ... To.[T a, Tb)T~q ... T~,,~ (4) 
form a dense subset of the ideal in question; therefore it suffices to prove the 
assertion when T is of the form (4). We have 
Te[Ta, Tb) = TeTab -- TeTaT b 
= (LTab - T~b) + (T~a b - T~,Tb) + (TeoTb - TeT, Tb) 
= _ [Te, Tab) + [Tc a, Tb) + [Te, Ta)rb. 
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It follows that we may even assume T to be of the form 
T= [Te~,T~,)A=H~HcA, A~J ,  qb,~b~L~(T). 
But then by (2) 
I<Tk , k >l =I<H, Ak , H k >l -< IIH~AII'IIH~k~II, 
and IIH~kAII ~ 0 radially, owing to (B5). 
Now we obtain a "constructive version" of the theorem of Douglas 
(Theorem 0) as an easy corollary: 
THEOREM 2. For any T in J ,  T ~ qb radially for some function dp 
L~(T). The mapping 
tr :St---> L~(T), T ~ ~b 
is a C*-algebra morphism, its kernel is precisely the commutator ideal of J ,  
and or(T~) = ~b for any Toeplitz operator T~. Thus, ~r coincides with the 
symbol map from Theorem O. 
Proof. Let S # be the semicommutator ideal in 5~. Repeated applications 
of the identity ATaT b B - ATab B = - A[T a, Tb) B show that 
To'ITch2 "'" Tq~n -- Tq~l¢~2- ¢~n ~ ~ for any ~b 1 . . . .  , ~b, ~ L~(T) .  
Since linear combinations of operators of the form T6IT6~ "" T6. span a 
dense subset of J,, it follows that operators of the form 
T=T~+ S, ~b~L~(T),  S ~S: ,  (5) 
form a dense subset of ~.. Accordining to (B4) and Proposition 1, 2r ~ ~b 
radially, and by (B2) 114,11~ -< IITII~ - IITII. It follows that the mapping 
~ : T~ + S ~" 4~ 
is well defined and extends continuously to the whole of 5 r [so that, in 
particular, every operator in J is of the form (5)--because a limit of Toeplitz 
operators is again a Toeplitz operator and S a is closed]. This mapping is 
clearly linear, preserves conjugation, and, owing to Proposition 1, is also 
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multiplicative. Its kernel is precisely the semicommutator ideal ~ of J~ we 
are going to show that S a coincides with the commutator ideal ~'. Owing to 
(3), we have ~' c 2, ca. To prove the reverse inclusion, it suffices to show that 
[T,~, T#,) ~ ~' for any ¢, ~b ~ L®(T). According to the Douglas-Rudin theorem 
[5, Theorem 6.32], functions of the form 3~, f ,  g ~ H®, form a dense subset 
of L®(T); hence, it suffices to consider the case when ~b = flg-~l, ~b = f2~,  
ft, gi ~ H®. Owing to the formula (2), 
TZ, , : T Tz,, 
moreover, the operators Tf~ and Tf2 commute, and so do T~, and Tg. 
Consequently, 
: r: ,z 
: r rzr:r: - r r:r r:, : 
and the inclusion S a c ~" follows. 
Finally, observe that the symbol mappings cr from Theorem 0 and from 
Theorem 2 agree on operators T#, ~b ~ L®(T), which generate the algebra 3:. 
Hence, the two symbol mappings must actually agree on the whole of J.. • 
COROLLARY 3. I f  A ~ J ,  then ( A*A - AA* )~ --* 0 radially. 
Can the symbol calculus of Theorem 2, viz., 
T ~ the "radial limit" of T, (5a) 
be extended to a C*-morphism on a larger algebra than ~---for instance, on 
the whole of ~P(H~)? As the following two examples how, we cannot hope 
for that much. Let ek(z) = z k, k = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  be the usual orthonormal 
basis of H 2. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let A be the operator which maps e k into ezk+l. Then 
A*A - AA* is the projection onto span{e2k}~: 0, whence 
( A*A - AA* )~ ( A) = 
i - I~1 ~ I I 
= - -  -~  - rad ia l l y .  
1 - Ix l  4 1 + Ixl 2 2 
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It follows that Corollary 3 (and, consequently, Theorem 2 as well) cannot 
hold for any operator algebra containing A. Note that in this case even 
1 -i;tl a 
A()t) = • 0 radially. 
1 - XlXl a 
EXAMPLE 5. For ot ~ C, let A be the operator in H a sending e k into 
(:)(--1)kek. By Stirling's formula, ( : ) ( -1 )  k,,, 1 /F ( -a )k  -'*-1, so A is 
bounded when Re ot > -1 .  In particular, for a = it - 1 (t real), A is 
bounded and we have 
A(A) = (1 -IxlZ)(1 - Ix l=)" = (1 -1~12) ", 
so the radial limit of A(,~) does not exist. Note that A*A - AA* = 0 in this 
case .  
Despite the discouraging evidence of these two examples, it turns out that 
the symbol calculus (5a) can still be extended in a nontrivial way. That's what 
will be done in the next two sections. 
2. EXTENDING THE TOEPLITZ CALCULUS 
In this section, we exhibit a family of C*-algebras containing ~-for which 
analogs of Theorem 2 still hold. Define 
J :=  {n ~(nZ) :  tlnkxll and IIn*k~tl --* 0 radially}. 
In other words, we demand that 
lim IIHkre,,ll = 0 
r..~l 
for all t ~ [0, 20r) \ E, where E is a set (depending on H)  of zero Lebesgue 
measure; similarly for H*. Let us briefly list some properties of the set J .  
(11) j r  is a C*-algebra. 
Proof. Everything is clear, except maybe for the implication A, B ~5 r 
AB ~ ~.  But 
0 ~ II Ank~ll ~ II All-II nk~tt ~ 0 radially, 
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and similarly for B'A*. 
(I2) T~ ~J  ~ 6 = 0. 
Proof. IIT+k~ll-+ 0 ~ T+(A) = <T+k~, ka> -~ 0; but T+~ +b radially 
by (B4), so ~ = 0. 
(13) For 4J, ~b • L®(T), [T~, T~,) ~ J .  
Proof. Immediate from (B5) and (2). • 
The most important property from our point of view is 
(14) J r  is an "idea/with respect to Toeplitz operators," that is, H • Jr  
and ~b ~ L®(T) implies that HT~, Td H ~.7. 
Proof. We have 0 < IIZ~nk~ll ~ IIZ~ll" Ilnk~ll -~ 0 and similarly for 
T$H*k~. The corresponding assertions for HT~k~ are immediate from the 
following theorem, which seems to be of independent interest. 
THEOREM 6. Let ~b • L®(T), and denote, as before, b:y dp its harmonic 
extension (by the Poisson formula) into D. Then T~kx - ~b(A)ka ~ 0 radi- 
ally, i.e., 
lim T~kre,,- dp(re")kre, = 0 foralmostall  t • [0,21r). 
rp l  
Before plunging into the proof, N.B. that it is the radial (or nontangen- 
tial) limit which appears in the theorem. The analogous tatement concerning 
uniform limits, 
lim T~k x - q~(A)kx = 0, 
IAI.-" 1 
is true if and only if e+~b • VMO. Similarly, for Hankel operators, 
limlal., 1 IIH~k~ll = 0 iff e-4~ • VMO iff n~ is compact. Here VMO is the 
standard space of functions of vanishing mean oscillation on T. We will have 
more to say about this in Section 4. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Denote, for a moment, f = P+ qb and g = P_ ~b. 
Then f ,  ~ • H 2. According to (3a), 
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Since T6 = Tf + Tg and ~b = f + ~, it follows that 
T,k~ - ~(~)k~ = Tf~ - / (  X)~. 
Hence, it suffices to prove the theorem for ~b =f  ~ H z. Then T4k A = dpk~, 
and 
T~k~ - ~(A)k~ 2 = iI~k~ll~ +[~(A) r  - 2Re ~(A)  <~k~, kA> 
= ll6k~ll ~ - I~(~) I  ~ = 161"-~(~) - I~(~)r .  
When A --' 0 D radially, both summands approach I~l 2, by Fatou's theorem. 
Their difference therefore goes to zero, and we are done. • 
Denote 
~¢1 == {T, + n : ,  ~ L~(T). n ~ J} .  
Then we have the following generalization of the Douglas theorem. 
THEOREM 7. 
(i) ~'1 is a C*-algebra. 
(ii) For any T ~¢1,  there exists a radial limit, denoted or(T), of T(A): 
~ or(T) ~ L~(T) radially. 
(iii) or: ~¢'1 ~ L®(T) induces a C*-isomorphism of ~ l / J  onto L®(T) 
which maps T6 into qb, for any ¢k ~ L~(T). 
Proof. It's immediate from (I1) and (I4) that d 1 is linear, self-adjoint, 
and closed under multiplication. For n ~ J ,  Iff(x)l _< IlnkAll--, 0 radially, 
so /~ -o 0 radially, and (B4) shows that (T~ + H)  ~ tends radially to ~b. If 
{T~ + H n} is a convergent sequence in d ,  converging to T, then (B2) and 
(BTi ~) imply that {~.} is a Cauchy sequence of bounded harmornc run.ons on 
D. It follows that q~n ~ q~, ~b. ~ q~, and T~ ~ T~, for some ~b ~ L®(T). 
Hence also H. converges to T - T~, and as J is closed, T - T~ ~J .  This 
shows that ~¢1 is closed, and we have proved (i) and (ii). 
The mapping (5a) 
tr : T ~ the "radial limit" of 
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is clearly linear, continuous, and such that 
 r((To 1 .3[- H1)(T  2 He))) = o'(T IT )2) =  r(T )102) = 
= tr(Tq,, + Hi)tr(T4,,  + H2 ), 
owing to (I4), (I3), (B4), and the fact that tr (H)  --- 0 for H ~ J .  Thus, tr is a 
C*-morphism from ~¢~ onto L=(T). Finally, o'(T~ + H) = ~, so o'(T~) = 4~ 
and, by (I2), the kernel of tr is exactly J .  • 
We have, obviously, 3-caa¢'1; is this inclusion strict? (That is, is Theorem 7 
indeed an extension of Theorem 2?) The following example gives a (positive) 
answer. 
EXAMPLE 8. Let A be the projection of H 2 onto the span of e2~, 
k -- 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  Since the commutator f A with the unilateral shift (e k 
ek+ 1) is not compact, A does not belong to .Y-(see [1]). On the other hand, 
--2k 
Ag A = L-'~k=o A e2~, so 
oo 
IIAk~ll 2 = (1 - Ix l  z) ~ Ixl 2"' .  
k~O 
For any natural number N, 
:¢ ~ 1 
IAI2~+~_< ~ IXl k:+~_< 
k=N k=0 1 -I~1 :+ ' '  
SO 
1 - I xl 2 1 
lira sup IIAk,II ~ _< lim sup 2N+l , 
lXl:'l IAI/1 1 -IAI :+~ + I 
for all N. Thus IlAkxll-o 0and A ~¢1 (even A ~.7).  
Theorem 7 can also be used as a criterion for deciding whether a given 
operator lies in 3" or not: 
PROPOSITION 9. Let A be an operator on H ~. A necessary condition for  
A ~ .Y-is that 
(i) ,4 has a radial limit: /~ -* ¢k radially, for  some q~ ~ LOO(T); and 
(ii) I lAkx  - ~(A)ka[I and IlA*k, - (~(A)k, ll--, 0 radially. 
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Proof .  If A~'c~¢ l, then A=T~b+H for some ~b~L®(T) and 
H ~ J .  Hence A -~ ~b radially and 
{{Ak x - T~k;~ll = IlHkxll ~ 0 radially. 
By Theorem 6, the latter is equivalent o }lAkh - ~(A)k~}l ~ 0 radially. 
Similarly for A*. • 
EXAMPLE 10. Barrla and Halmos [1] mention that it is not known 
whether the Cesaro operator, that is, the operator C whose matrix with 
respect o the basis {e k} is 
1 / 
1 1 
1 I I 
3 3 3 
belongs to 3" or not. Let us try to apply Proposition 9. We have 
oo 1 - X k+l 
= Z k ' 
Cg~ k-0E (k+ 1) (1 -A)  
SO 
oo 2 
{{ck~{{ 2 = (1 - IA I  2) ~ 1 - Ak+~ 
~-o i -~  
1 1 -{A{ 2 "n "2 
< - - ' 4  
(k+l )  ~ - [1 -A I  2 6 
--+0 
radially. 
Somewhat more tedious computation shows that also 
{lC*k'd{ 2 1 -{A{ ~ 1 -IA{ 2 In(l -IA{ z) ~ 0 radially. 
Hence, C E J r  cal l ;  but we still do not know whether C actually belongs to 
~or  not. • 
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We briefly mention the possibility of further extending our results by 
means of Banach limits. 
Consider the C*-algebra BC[0, 1) of all bounded continuous functions on 
the half-open interval [0, 1). By the Gelfand theory, BC[0, 1) = C(.4t'), where 
is the maximal ideal space of BC[0, 1). A' clearly consists of a homeomor- 
phic copy of [0, 1) plus a certain fiber, denoted -~1, over the point 1. Each 
multiplicative linear functional Lim ~at" 1 will be called a Banach limit. For 
f ~ L~(D) and ~b ~ L~(T), we say that f tends to ¢b radially with respect o 
Lim, written 
f~__m ~b radially, 
when 
Lim(r ~ f ( re" ) )  = dp(e") 
for all t ~ [0, 2~r) except for a set of measure zero. Define 
, IAm radially) "~lAm = (H ~(  H2) : llHkalland ll H k~[[~ 0 
An easy inspection reveals that all of (I1)-(14) remain in force when ,Y is 
replaced by JUra, and we obtain the following analogs of Theorem 7 and 
Proposition 9: 
TrIEOREM 7'. Let .acta ~ = {T~ + H : ~b ~ L°°(T), H E,-~Lim}O Then 
(i) d~ClAm is a C*-algebra; 
-IAm 
(ii) VT Ed~CLi m ~l~ E LC~(T) such that T --* dp radially; 
(iii) the mapping T ~ ¢b is a C*-morphism of  ,~¢Lim//~Lim onto L~(T) 
which maps T6 into ok. 
PROPOSITION 9'. Let A be an operator on H 2. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for A ~ ~tam is that 
~Lim 
(i) there is ¢b ~ L~(T) such that A ~ dp radially; 
Lim 
(ii) IIAk~ - ~(~t)k~ll ~ 0 radially and IIA*ka - ~(A)k~ll~m0 radially. 
REMARK 11. Can condition (i) in the last proposition be omitted? It's 
rather tempting to do so--note that, by the very definition of the Banach 
limit, such a bounded ~b always exists, and the only thing which is at stake is 
its measurability. If (i) could be omitted, we might be able to obtain a 
plausible description of f'l tam ~ ~'~¢Lim, and try to study this C*-algebra [cf. 
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(6)]. We won't, however, proceed any further along these lines, since we are 
going to attack this topic from a different angle in the next section. 
3. THE ALGEBRA ~¢ 
In this section we present a different approach for extending the Toeplitz 
symbol calculus (Theorem 0); the main idea is to consider symbols in a larger 
space than L~(T). 
Let BC(D) be the C*-algebra of all bounded and continuous functions on 
the open unit disc D, with the supremum norm and with complex conjuga- 
tion as the involvution. Denote by V a the subspace of BC(D) consisting of 
functions f such that f ~ 0 radially, that is, 
l imf( re  it)  = 0 
r , - ' l  
for all t ~ [0, 2¢r), possibly except for a set of measure zero. V a is a closed 
ideal in BC(D), so we can form the factor C*-algebra 
BC(D)//V~. 
Observe that the mapping ~: ~b ~ q~ [q~ .'= the harmonic extension, via the 
Poisson integral, of ~b ~ L~(T) into the interior of D] yields a C*-isomorphic 
embedding of L~(T) into BC(D)/Va. 
Define 
:= mmTk lm -I<Tk , k >l 
and IIT*kxll 2 - I<Tk, ,  k,> 12 ~ 0 radially}, (6) 
or, in other words, IITkAII 2 - 17~(A)I 2 ~ 0 radially and similarly for T*. If we 
decompose Tk  x as 
Tk  x = cxk  x + d x, c a ~ C ,  d x 3_ k x, (7) 
then T(A) = (Tk  x, k x )  = c x and IITkxll 2 = Icxl 2 + Ildxll 2, so the first condi- 
tion in (6) reads just 
d x ~ 0 radially. (8) 
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I t  - -  t IcXcx - cxl - I  <Td~, kx>l ~ IITII-IIdXII ~ 0 
Putting this back into (9) shows that 
d~ - ( c~d~ + r~)  - ,  0 
radially [by (8)]. (10) 
radially. 
Now Ic~l < IIT'II, so by (8) and the boundedness of T and T' it follows that 
c'xd x + Td' A ~ 0 radially. Hence, d~ ---} 0 radially. Applying a similar proce- 
dure to T'*T* shows that TT' ~,~¢, i.e., .a¢ is also closed under multiplica- 
tion. Thus, ~¢ is a C*-algebra. • 
(A2) I f  T, T' E ~', then TT"; - f'T' ~ %. 
This was proved in passing during the proof of (A1)--see Equation (10). 
(A3) For dp ~ L®(T), T~ ~ ~¢. 
Proof. Immediate from (B4) and Theorem 6. 
(A4) I f  H ~ J r ( in  the notation of Section 2), then H ~z~¢'. 
Proof. IIHkall "} 0 radiaUy implies (Hk~, k x) --* 0 radially, so IIHkxll n - 
I(Hk~, kA)l --* 0 radially as well; similarly for H*. Thus, J c~t ' .  • 
For any bounded linear operator T, its Berezin transform is in BC(D), by 
(B1). Denote for a moment by ~" the canonical projection of BC(D) onto 
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Let us list some useful properties of ~¢. 
(A1) ~¢ is a C*-algebra. 
Proof. It's clear from (7) and (8) that d is linear, and from (6) that it is 
self-adjoint and norm-closed. If T, T' ~ ~¢ and Tk x = ckx + d~, T'ka = c'~k A
+ d~ are the decompositions (7), then 
TT'k x = Td'~ + c'~c~k x + c'~ d a. 
Let TT'k a = c]k~ + d] be the decomposition (7) for TT'. Then 
(c ' :~  - c'~)k~ = (dE  - 4a~)  - Ta'~. (9) 
As d x, d~ .1_ k x, taking the scalar product with k a on both sides gives 
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BC(D)/V a. Then we have a well-defined mapping o': ~4 ~ BC(D)/Va, 
T~ 1fT. 
THEOREM 12. (r is a C*-homomorphism of s/  into BC(D)/V w For 
~b e L®(T), a(T , )  is equal to 'dz (= ¢k + Va, where ~b is the Poisson 
extension of d~ inside D). The kernel of or coincides with the set jr. 
Consequently, Dr is an ideal in s/, and cr induces a C*-isomorphism of ~/Dr 
into BC(D)/V a. 
Proof. It's clear from (B2) and from the definition of the Berezin 
transform that o" is linear, continuous, and preserves adjoints. By (A2), it's 
also multiplicative. Hence it is a C*-homomorphism. The assertion concern- 
ing T, is immediate from (B4). Finally, for T ~ ~¢, T ~ ker or iff T ~ V a iff 
[in view of (6)] IITk~ll and IIT*k~II --* 0 radially, which is equivalent to T eDr  
by definition. • 
COROLLARY 13. ~¢1 c~¢, and the symbol map a from Theorem 12 
extends the map ~ from Theorem 7, modulo the identification of L®(T) with 
~L®(T) c BC(D) /V  a. 
Proof. We have J :  ~¢ [by (A4)], and T~ e ~4 for any ~b e L~(T) [by 
(A3)], so ~'1 c.a¢ as well. The assertion about symbol maps is immediate. • 
COROLLARY 14. The commutator ideal of ~ is contained in J.. 
Proof. The algebra BC(D)/V a is commutative, so the kernel of o" must 
contain the commutator ideal of ~4. • 
We now proceed to describe the spectrum of T +Dr(T ~¢)  in .~'/J.  By 
the abstract C*-algebra theory [5, 1.3.10] and our Theorem 12, this spectrum 
coincides with the spectrum of or(T) in BC(D)/V a. The latter is described in 
the following proposition. 
PROPOSlT:ON 15. Let f ~ BC(D). Then 7rf is invertible in BC(D)/V a if 
and only if 
3 C > 0 such that for almost all t ~ [0, 2~'), lim inf If(re't) I > C, 
r . z l  
(11) 
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Proof. Assume that t r f  is invertible, i.e., there exists g ~ BC(D) such 
that fg--*  1 radially. Thus, for almost all t ~ [0, 27r) we have 
lim r ~ 1 f ( re" )g ( re" )  = 1, whence also 
liminf ]f(re")]. Ilgll~ ~ 1, 
r ,~ l  
and (11) holds with C = 1/llgll~. 
Conversely, suppose that f satisfies (11). Denote F = {x ~ D:  If(x)l 
C/2} and let go(x) .'= 1/ f (x)  for x ~ F. Since F is relatively closed in D 
and Ig01 < 2/C  < +00 on F, it follows from the Tietze extension theorem 
that go can be extended continuously to a function g ~ BC(D). From the 
construction of F and (11) it follows that, for all t ~ [0, 27r) except for a set 
of zero Lebesgue measure, re it belongs to F as soon as r is sufficiently close 
to 1; hence, for these values of t and r, f(reU)g(re it) = 1, and so fg ~ 1 
radially. • 
As a corollary we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 16. Suppose that T ~ sJ. Than A ~ C belongs to the resolvent 
set of T + ~ if and only if the condition (11) is satisfied for f = T - A. 
Alternatively, A ~ C lies in the spectrum of T + J in ~¢/ J  if and only if 
V C > 0 there is a set of positive Lebesgue measure Ec c [0, 2Ir) such that 
Vt ~ E c l iminf I T ( re" )  - Xl < C. (12) 
r /~ l  
COROLLARY 17. Let T ~ d ,  and suppose that )t ~ C satisfies the condi- 
tion (12). Then )t belongs to the essential spectrum of T. 
Proof. Let, for a moment, ~ stand for the ideal of compact operators. 
For T ~.~, (B3) shows that IITkxll --+ 0 as Ixl ,~ 1. Thus 3Yc J  and, by 
standard C*-algebra theory, the spectrum of T + J in ~¢/ J  is contained in 
the spectrum of T + 2¥ in d /~ r, which in turn coincides with that of T + 3F 
in the Calkin algebra .~(H~) /~,  i.e. with the essential spectrum of T. • 
4. UNIFORM BOUNDARY VALUES 
In the foregoing sections, we were mainly concerned with the radial 
limits of the Berezin transform of various operators. This was mostly dictated 
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by our need to apply Fatou's theorem, so we may actually replace these radial 
boundary values by angular or nontangential ones (except for the Banach 
limits at the end of Section 2). It is, of course, of interest to know what can be 
said if we decide to approach the boundary uniformly. That's what will be 
discussed in the present section. Though the results presented below do not 
seem to be readily available in the literature, they have a distinctly classical 
flavor, and so the author raises no claims concerning their originality. 
Let's first dispose of a few preliminaries. The notation 
f (A)  3 O, 
where f is a function on D, will stand for 
lira f (A )  = O, 
i.e., f(re it) ~ 0 as r ,z 1 uniformly in t. The space of all such functions is 
denoted Co; it is a closed self-adjoint ideal in BC(D), so we can form the 
quotient C*-algebra BC(D)/C 0. 
For f,  g ~ L2(T), we define a continuous function Sf, g(A) on D by 
Strictly speaking, the first line is defined only for f,  g ~ L~(T), but the 
second line makes sense for arbitrary f,  g ~ L2(T). When f = g, Sf f will 
usually be abbreviated to Sf The mapping ( f  g) ~ S . is clearly linear in f 
• , f ,  
and antilinear in g. The following fact about S£ will be crucial; its proof can 
be found in Koosis [8, X.C.1] or Garnett [7, VI.2.4]: 
Sf(A) ~0 if and only if f~VMO.  (13) 
Finally, let us introduce the "uniform" counterparts of z~' and .7: 
J v  := {H ~(n2) : l lnka l l  ~ 0and IIn*kxll ~ 0}, 
~¢v '= {T ~ ' (nZ) :  IlZkxll 2 -[(Zk;t, k,)l 2 :~ O, 
IIT*k ll -I<zk,, k,>l 0 / 
("U" stands for "uniform.") Then we have the following analog of our 
previous result. 
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THEOREM 18. For f E L®(T), the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Ilnfkall ~ 0 and IIn/k~ll :~ 0 
(ii) Hf and 11] are both compact. 
(iii) Tf e .~ u. 
(iv) IlTfka - f(A)kall :3 O, and similarly for 77. 
(v) f ~ VMO. 
Proof. Denote, for a moment, ~b = P_f. Proceeding as in the proof of 
(B5), we find 
t fn~t t  ~ - - f tn~k9 = Jt~k~tt ~ -ttT~k~, ~:  tt~k~tJ ~ - I I~(~)k~l l  ~ 
= I~(A)  -1~(  A) I ~ = Sg,(A) = Sv_f(A)" (14) 
Hence, 
and 
I IH£kxl l :~0 ,:, Se_f~O ¢* P_fEVMO by(13), 
Hfkx, Hfka ~ O ** P_f , P +f ~ VMO ** f~VMO,  
which proves the equivalence of (i) and (v). Since H I is compact iff 
f ~ H" + C(T) iff e_f  ~ VMO [9, Appendix 4, §165.53.31, the equivalence 
of (ii) and (v) is straightforward. 
By the Pythagorean theorem, 
T~k~ - f (  ~)k~ ~ = II ~k~ - <T~k~, k~>k~ll ~: ttT~k~, ~ - i  <~Sk~, k~> I~, 
(15) 
which immediately implies that (iii)** (iv). Another application of the 
Pythagorean theorem yields 
"Tzk~il ~ - I f (~) l  2 l i#~il ~ "UZk~JJ 2 - I f (~) (  = - = s~(,~) - l lnsk~i l  2. 
(16) 
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Observe that for f and g in H 2, f and ~ are analytic functions on D, and so 
fg = f~. It follows that 
In particular, 
Sf.g = O V f ,  g ~ H 2. 
'Of ~ L2(T). Sp+f. e_f = 0 
Since, owing to the sesquilinearity of S, 
Sf = Se+f+e_ f = Se+ f + Se_ f + 2Re Se+f,e_f, 
we conclude that 
8£ = Se+ f + Se_ f V f  ~ L2(T). 
Hence by (16) and (14) 
,rsk~, ~ I;(~)1 ~ - = Ss (x )  - Sp_s (X)  = sp+s(x)  
It follows that 
IITfk, ll z - I f (a ) l  2 a o , ,  se+s-~ 0 *, v+f~ VMO 
Tf ~d v ** e +f , e_ f  ~ VMO ** fEVMO.  
and 
Therefore (iii) is equivalent to (v), and the proof is finished. 
We proceed by establishing "uniform" analogs of (A1)-(A4). 
(AU1) s¢ u is a C*-algebr~.~. 
(AU2) For T, T' ~a¢ u, TT' - 7"T' ~ C o. 
(AU3) T, ~ sou iff 4~ ~ VMO. 
(AU4) Jv  c d r .  
(17) 
by (13), 
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Proof. Observe that, in terms of the decomposition (7) 
Tk~ = cxk ~ + d~,, c~ ~ C, d~ _L k~, 
the first condition in the definition of ~¢'v is equivalent to 
Ildxll :~ 0. 
Using this instead of (8), the proofs of (A1), (A2) and (A4) carry over to the 
present setting without modifications; and (AU3) is a direct consequence of
Theorem 18. • 
Finally, we arrive at the following analog of Theorem 12. 
THEOaEM 19. The mapping 
or :T~ f +C o 
is a C*-homomo~hism of d~ into BC(D)/C0. eor 4, ~ VMO, or(T,) is 
equal to ~b + C o, qb being the Poisson extension of qb inside D. The kernel of 
or coincides with J r ;  consequently, Jru is an ideal in ~¢v and or induces a 
C*-isomorphism of .~u /Jrv into BC(D ) / C o. 
Proof. Obvious from what has been said above; hence, left to the reader. 
COROLLARY 20. The commutator ideal of ~¢v is contained in Ju .  
Proof. BC(D)/C 0 is commutative, sothe kernel of or must contain the 
commutator ideal. • 
We conclude this section by posing the following 
PaOBLEM. We have seen (cf. the proof of Theorem 18) that Hf is a 
compact operator iff e_ f~ VMO iff I lnfkal l  ~ = Se f(A) ~ 0. It can be 
shown that there is a similar criterion for boundedness--namely, for f 
La(T), H is bounded iff P f ~ BMO iff S e f is a bounded function on D f - _ • 
Is it true that Hf belongs to the Schatten class S. (1 < p < oo) if and only if 
II nfkall = Se_f(X) x/2 satisfies ome L P-type con~tion? 
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5. COMPARISON WITH SYMBOL CALCULUS 
ON BERGMAN SPACES 
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This section contains some material related to comparing the symbol 
calculus of Theorems 12 and 19 with the symbol calculus for Toeplitz 
operators on Bergman spaces, constructed by Berger, Coburn, and Zhu 
[4, 10]. We begin by recalling some definitions and results from [10]. 
Let A2(D), or simply A 2, be the space of analytic functions on D 
square-integrable against the Lebesgue area measure. A 2 is a closed sub- 
space of Lz(D) with a reproducing kernel 
1 
cy(x) 
(1 -x#)  2" 
(We have renormalized the Lebesgue measure--multiphed it by l/Tr---so 
that D has measure 1.) Let P+ be the orthogonal projection of Lz(D) onto 
A z. For ~b ~ L®(D), the Toeplitz and the Hankel operator with symbol ~b are 
given, respectively, by 
T4, : A 2 -° A2, f ~ P + ( rkf) 
and 
H , :  A 2 --* Le(D) e A e, f ~* ( I  - P + )(  4)f).  
We are not going to discuss Toeplitz and Hankel operators on H e in this 
section, so there is no danger of confusion with our previous notation. 
For T an operator on A e, its Berezin transform with respect o A e is the 
function on D defined by 
2~(h) := (TK x, K~), where Kx = G.IIIG.II. 
For ~b ~ L~(D), we also let 
~(~) ,= ~(~) = <~,  ~> = f~(  x).l ~( x)l 2 
be the Berezin transform of 49, 
For. f  ~ L~(D), we introduce the mean oscillation 
 o(s z):= 
= (~ f,,f, l f (x)-f(  y),~ IK=(x)I ~ IKz(y)I ~ d~<ty) ''~ 
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and define 
VMO a := 
D(z ,  r)  := 
BCESV := 
C 0 :~-~- 
I :____ 
{f~ L®(D) : lim MO(f ,  z) = 0}, 
Izl/" 1 
W--Z  
(s 
0<r<l ) ,  
BC(D) :  lim sup If(z) - f (w) l  = 0/, 
Iz[/" 1 w~D(z, I /2)  ! 
BC(D) :  lim f ( z )  = 0}, 
Izl,~l 
- ) e L®(D) : tim Ifl2(z) = 0 . 
Izl/" 1 
Let us summarize some of the results from [10] which we will need--namely, 
Proposition 4, Theorem 1, Theorem 13, Theorem 7 and Theorem 5. (Our 
space I is denoted as Q N/3 in [10].) 
(Z1) f ~ I iffboth T¢ and H¢ are compact operators from A 2 into A ~ and 
L2(D) e A 2, respectively. 
(Z2) Both H6 and H- d are compact iff f ~ VMO a. 
(Z3) VMO a = BCESV + I; more precisely, fo r f~ VMO a, one hasf~ 
BCESV and f - f ~ I. 
Denote by.T00 the C*-algebra generated by all T~ with ¢ ~ VMOa, and 
by ~ (again) the ideal of compact operators on A 2. Then, according to 
Section 6 of [10], we also have: 
(Z4) The commutator ideal of o~oo coincides with ~,  and the mappings 
T ~ f + I ~* f + C o (or T~ ~ ~b+I= qb + I ~ ~b + C O ) induce a C*- 
isomorphism 
~o/ ,~-  VMOJ I  = BCESV/C o. 
The functions Ek(z) -'= kfk---~Tz k, k = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  form an orthonormal 
basis of A 2. The linear mapping W:H2- -*  A 2 sending e k into E k is 
therefore a Hilbert-space isomorphism of H 2 onto A 2. Thus, an operator 
T ~o~'(A ~) can be transferred to W*TW ~' (H2) ,  and we may also 
consider our previous Berezin transform, (W*TW) ~ .'= T, of the latter 
operator. Explicitly, 
. .= = <W*TWk,  = <THe, 
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where H x := Wk,~ ~ A ~ is given by 
H~(z) := Wkx(z ) = (1 -IAIz) 1/2 ]~] k~"-+-T-~kz . 
k~O 
Let ,a¢ s (the subscript B stands for "Bergman") denote the C*-algebra of 
all operators in 8 (A  2) whose "transfers" W* TW ~ 8(H 2) belong to our 
algebra ~¢ from Section 3. Again, the definition of .a¢ B can be written down 
explicitly as 
~¢B := {T ~8(A2) :  
IITHxll ~ -I(TH~, n~> I z --* 0 radially, and similarly for T*). 
Similarly, let ~ := {T ~8(A2) :  W*TW ~J};  explicitly: 
= {T ~8(  A~): IITnxll ~ 0 and IIT*H~II ~ 0 radially}. 
In the same way, introduce also 
~Bv := {T ~8(  A2): ItTHxll 2 - I (TH, ,  H,> 12 ~ 0, and similarly for T*}, 
~v  := {T ~8(  AZ): IITnall ~ 0 and liT*Hall :~ 0}. 
In other words, ~¢B, "aCBu, JB, and ~e are the counterparts, via the 
isomorphism T ~ W*TW, of ~¢, ~u, J ,  and J r ,  respectively, on AZ(D). 
Summarizing ~e above exposition, we see that there are two Berezin 
transforms (T ~ T and T ~ T) on A 2, as well as two symbol mappings: one 
of them, given by our Theorem 12, establishes a C*-isomorphism of da /~ 
into BC(D)/V a, or of .~Bu/~u into BC(D)/C 0 (Theorem 19); the other, 
given by Zhu's results (Z4), establishes a C*-isomorphism of J0//~ ~" onto 
VMOJI  = BCESV/C 0. The former is given by T ~ T + V a (or T ~ T + 
Co), the latter by T ~ 7 ~ + C 0. What is the relation between these two 
symbol calculi, or between the two Berezin transforms? More precisely: 
QUESTION I. IS it true that T6 ~¢B for all ~b ~ L~(D)? or that T~ ~dBv 
for all ~b ~ VMO~? 
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QUESTION II. 
(a) If T ~o~00 ¢q~CBU, do the two symbols (i.e., our symbol f + C a 
BC(D)/C 0 and the Berger-Coburn-Zhu symbol T + I ~ VMOJI ,  or T + 
C o ~ BCESV/C 0) agree in some sense? 
(b) Alternatively, if ~b ~ VMO~ is such that T6 ~.aCBv, is there some 
relation between T6 + C 0, ~b + I, and ~ + Co? 
(c) For instance, is the mapping from VMOJ I  into BC(D)/C o 
qb + I ~ T6 + C o 
an isomorphism of C*-algebras? 
(d) Or can it be true that 
~b ~ L~(D)? 
6 -  ~ Co for some class of functions 
QUESTION III. Same as Question II, with ~'Bu and C o replaced by ~¢B 
and V a, respectively. 
There is little the author can offer towards a general solution of Question 
I; the following comment, however, is in order. Apart from the Bergman 
space on D, one can also consider Toeplitz and Hankel operators and the 
Berezin transform on the Fock (or Segal-Bargmann) space on t2 (see [4]), and 
pose an analog of Question I in that setting. In that case, the answer is 
negative. Proof: It is shown in [3] that the algebra generated by all Te, 
th ~ L~(12), contains a copy of the CCR algebra, and so must be simple, i.e., 
its commutator ideal contains the identity L On the other hand, the commu- 
tator ideal of ~' is contained in J by Corollary 14, and I ~ J .  
A general solution to Questions II and III (all parts of them) also seems to 
be very difficult. In the rest of this paper, we only 
1. present an answer to the part (d) for certain radial functions in L®(D) 
(Proposition 21); and 
2. exhibit an algebra of functions g" c VMO,, such that T o ~¢'Bu when 
tb ~ 8", for which all the parts (a)-(d) in Question II can be answered in the 
affirmative (Theorem 22). 
PROPOSITION 21. Let qb be a radial function in L®(D), i.e. one depend- 
ing on [z [ only. Then both "~ and ~ are also radial functions, and 
if lim ~b( r ) exists, then so does lim T~( r ) and they are equal. 
r/~ l r/~ l 
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Proof. Since ~b is radial, 
<T~Ej, Ek) = fD~( Iz l )~v~ + I zJ~ k dz 
: ~ ~ fo ld~(r)rg+k "o[2~ei('-k" 21rdt 2rdr 
0 when j ~: k, 
= some number c k, Ickl --- IIT~II when j = k. 
(In other words, T4 is a diagonal operator with respect o the basis {Ek}.) 
Writing, for brevity, t instead of lAP, a short computation yields 
co ~ 
~(X) =<T~Hx, Hx>=(1 -IAI 2) E c~l)tl 2" = (i - t) E c.t", 
n:O n--O 
$(A) =(Tc, K~, K~)=(I - Ix lZ) z E (n + 1)c.lXl ~" 
n=O 
=( l - t )  ~ ~_. (n  + 1)Gt  n. 
n=O 
Thus, indeed, both ~ and ~ are radial functions, and we have to show that if 
the latter has a limit as t/~ 1, then so does the former and both limits are 
equal. 
Since t ~ (0, 1) is real, splitting the coefficients into real and imaginary 
parts will produce the same splitting of both ~ and ~;  thus, there is no loss 
of generality in assuming that all the c.'s are real. Let C := IIT~II + 1; then C 
is finite, and since 
lim(1 - t) ~_. Ct" = lim(1 - t) z ~_. (n + 1)Ct" = C, 
t ,~ l  n=O t .~ l  n=O 
we may replace c. by c. + C throughout. Thus, it suffices to consider the 
case when all c. > 1. Then clearly 
lim ~ cnt ~ = +oo. 
t,,-1 n=0 
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Observe that 
)#0 ( ' )  1 -~  c . t  "+1 = = (n  + 1)c . t  ~ and ~- /  (1 t) 2" 
An application of the rHospital rule therefore yields that if 
oo 
lim(1 - t )  2 ~_, (n  + 1)c , t"  
t2 ' l  n=O 
exists, then so does 
oo 
lim(1 - t)  ~_, c.t  n 
t.~l n=0 
and the two are equal, which is exactly what we need. 
Now let us introduce one more "mean oscillation," 
and define 
8" := ( f  ~ L~(D) : lim MOH(f, A) = 0}. 
Ihl." 1 
It is easy to see that ~" is a C*-subalgebra (even a closed *-ideal) of L°~(D). 
Our main goal in the present section will be to prove the following theorem. 
Loosely speaking, it asserts that the Berger-Coburn-Zhu symbol agrees with 
our symbol from Theorem 19 on the C*-algebra generated by all T6 with 
4~ e ~'. 
THEOREM 22. 
(i) $' c VMOa, and T, ~'~¢Bv for  dp ~ ~. 
(ii) I c,~'. 
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(iii) The mapping from g' / I  into BC(D) /C  0, given by 
qb + I ~ T6 + Co, 
is a C*-isomorphism of g~/I onto a C*-subalgebra of BC(D) /C  0. 
(iv) For dp ~ g~, qb ~ C O iff ~'~  C o iff d~ ~ I. 
The proof will be broken into several emmas and propositions. Denote 
IAI2) 1/2 (1 
hx(z ) := (1 -I;t12) 1/~ E n ~ ~nZn 
n=0 (1 - -hz )  3/2 ' 
where (1 - x) V2, x ~ D, is chosen so as to be real on (0, 1). 
LEraMn 23. For X, z E D, one has Iha(z)l z >~ ½lKx(z)l 2. 
Proof. 
whence 
and 
For arbitrary A and z in D, 
1 - IX l  2 _< 2(1 - I ; t l )  _< 211 - ~zl,  
1 1 - I~ l  2 
1> 
2 I1 - ~zl 
ih~(z)12 = 1 - I x l '  1 (1 - IAI2) ' 12 .
I1 - > ½1 - 2 I1 - ~z l  4 
LEMMA 24. There exists a positive constant C such that, for all )t, 
z ~ D, one has InX(z)l 2 >__ CIhA(z)l 2. 
Proof. We have H~(z)/hA(z) = (1 -  
g(~z), where, for t ~ D, 
oo 
g( t )  = (1 - t) 3/2 E ~n + i t n 
n=0 
= E -1) t  EN+lt " ;  
k=0 k n~0 
~z)3 /2ET=0v~ + 1 ;~"z n := 
E Cn tn 
n=0 
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It can be shown that 
c .= ( -1 ) J~/n - j+  1. 
j=0  
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and 
Thus 
c0=l ,  cn<0 for n>l ,  (* )  
(4  (* *) 
ECn= 
n=0 2 
[g( t ) l  = 1 + Ec.t" >1-  E Ic . l= l  - - -  ~-~ - = ~/~ 
n=l  n=l  2 2 
> 0 forany t~D,  
and the assertion follows (with C = Ir/4). There seems, however, to be no 
simple way of proving ( * ), so we will use a different approach. Observe that 
oo 
(1  - t)l/~g(t) = (1 - t) z • ~ + l t "  
n=O 
=(1- t  1+ E +1 - t" 
n=l  
t n 
(1 t) 2., 0r-, ~n+ 1 + 
=1+ 
1 1)  
E ~/n+l  +V~- - ~-+vCn-Z-T  t". 
n=l  
The last power series is uniformly convergent on the whole closed unit disc 
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D. Its coefficients are obviously negative; thus, for t ~ D \ {1}, 
I(1- t)"g(t)l >_ 1 + E 
~ ~/n+l  +~ 
1 ) 
- ~ + ¢'d-'z-i- Itl" 
1 , ) 
>1+ E ¢~+1+~-  ~+¢-~-i -  
n=l  
1 1 ) 
= 1 + l im = 0 .  
n-~ V~+I  +/-~- / i -+@ 
It follows that g extends continuously to D \ {1} and has no zeros there. Now 
note that 
E ~ + l t "=(P( t , -~ , l  1), 
n=0 
where (P is l~rch's transcendental function; see [2, §1.11]. In view of the 
formula [2, 1.11.(8)], the function 
1) = g( t )  (1 - t)3/2dP(t, -~, 
can be continued analytically to a neighborhood of t = 1, and according to [2, 
1.11.(12)] [which is also our formula (* *) above], it has a nonzero value at 
t = 1. We conclude that g does not vanish on the compact set I); hence, Igl 
has a positive lower bound on D, q.e.d. • 
PROPOSITION 25. ~ C VMOo. 
Proof. For any f ~ L~(D), 
1 
MOt~(f,,~)2 = ~ fofDIf( x ) - f (  y)l~ lH~( x)l~ lH~( y).l ~ dxdy 
-> C2 fDfDIf( - f (  Y)121h*( x)l~ Ih*(Y)l~ dx@ 
by Lemma 24 
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C 2 
>_ y f Jo l f (x  ) -f(y)l~l~(x)l~lg~(y)l~ dxdv 
C 2 
= -~- MO( f ,  A) 2, 
and the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 26. 
by Lemma 23 
m 
If qb ~ $', then T6 ~ ~¢B v. 
Proof. Let ¢b E ~. In view of Proposition 25 and (Z2), H~, is a compact 
operator. Hence so is W*H~W ~(HZ) ,  and it follows from (B3) that 
((W*HepWkxl( = I l n ,  nxll -- '  0 as Ihl/~ 1. On the other hand, by the definition 
of $', 
MO~(  ¢,  ,k) z - T,,L'-"~(X) - I~+(,k)  ~ = IlCHxll 2 -I(T~,Hx, Hx)l ~ --' o 
as [AI ,~ 1. 
Since IIZ, f l l  z -- Ilcbfll 2 - I In J I I  z for any f ~ A 2, we conclude that 
liT, Hall z -]<z,n~, n~> r --, 0 as IX),, 1. 
Since ~' is a self-adjoint set, the same conclusion holds for T$ = T~. Thus, 
PROPOSITION 27. If ¢ ~ ~ and T 6 ~ C o, then ¢ E I. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 26, we have, for ~b ~ ~, 
2 
MOu(6 ,  A) e = 116Hxil z - IT , (X )  --, 0 as Ixl ,~ 1. 
I f~  C 0, then it follows that 114,Hall ~ --, 0 as IXl ," 1, i.e. 
fDl¢(x)l~lH~(x)12&-,O as (X I , ' I .  
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By Lemma 23 and Lemma 24, this implies that 
f l¢ (x ) l~ lK , (x ) l  ~ dx -~ o 
In other words, ~b ~ I. 
as IXl/~ 1. 
PROPOSITION 28. I c ~. 
er~. 
(B3), T¢~ C 0, IIZ~n, II ~ C0, and IIn~nxll ~ C 0, Thus 
MOn(~b, A) 2 = I lCn,  II 2 -[<r,n,, n,>[ 2 
2 
= I[T¢H, II 2 + IIn, n ,  ll e - T¢(A) ~ C 0, 
which means that ~b ~ ~ by definition. 
If ~b ~ I, then both He and T~ are compact by (Z1). Hence, by 
Proof of Theorem 22. (i) and (ii) are just Proposition 25, Proposition 26, 
and Proposition 28; it remains to prove (iii) and (iv). 
If ~b ~ I, then T,~ is compact by (Z1), so T¢ ~ C O by (B3). It follows that 
the linear mapping 
¢ + I ~ T~ + Co (i8) 
from ~'/ I  = $ ' / (~  (q I) into BC(D)/C 0 is well defined and continuous. 
Clearly it preserves adjoints. By Proposition 27, it is injective. For ~b, ~b ~ 
c VMOa, the operator 
T~,~ - T¢T~ = H-~H~ 
is compact by (Z2); consequently, T,, - TcT¢~ C O by (B3). Since T¢ and 
T~ ~¢Bv (Proposition 26), we have TcT , -  T6T~,~ C O [Theorem 19, or 
(AU2)]. Therefore our ma~ping is multiplicative as well, which~ settles (iii). 
Owing to (ZA), ~b ~ I iff ~b ~ Co, and owing to (iii), ~b ~ I iffT¢~ C 0, thus, 
(iv) follows, and the proof is complete. • 
REMARK. Let ~; be the image of ~'/ I  under the isomorphism ~b + I 
T, + C 0, and # the image of the same under the isomorphism ~b + I 
¢ + C o. Then both ~; and ~" are C*-subalgebras of BC(D)/C o, and 
+ Co ~, 5 + Co (19) 
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is a C*-isomorphism of the latter onto the former. It is not difficult to show 
that both th - q~_and ~b - ~ belong to C 0 if ~b ~ C(D) is continuous on the 
closed unit disc D. Thus, the isomorphism (19) reduces to the identity on 
C(D) /C  o. The author does not know whether it is true in general that 
,~-~C o V~b ~ ~', 
which would imply that g~ = g~ and (19) is the identity. 
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